Determining causal exposure-response relationships with randomized concentration-controlled trials.
Determining causal effects in exposure-response relationships is an important but also a challenging task since confounding factors that affect both drug exposure and response often exist and lead to confounding biases in causal effect estimation. Randomized concentration control (RCC) trials are designed to eliminate or to reduce the confounding bias. However, statistical issues in the design and analysis of these trials have not been examined closely in the literature. Analysis of dose-exposure relationship may also be affected by confounding factors if they affect dose adjustments. We examined these issues and suggest methodological and practical solutions. In particular, we proposed using instrumental variables (IV) for the estimation of causal effects in both exposure-response and dose-exposure relationships. We also examined the impacts of confounded treatment heterogeneity on the IV estimate for RCC trials. We illustrated these approaches with a trial design scenario showing the importance of considering multiple practical factors that may alter the performance of the IV estimate. The performance of the IV estimates was examined by simulations for a wide range of scenarios. The results showed clear advantages for the IV estimates over routine estimates. Some situations in which the IV estimates may fail were also identified.